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Introduction
Tungsten is envisaged as one of the materials for plasma facing components (PFC) in future
fusion devices. It offers very low tritium retention as well as high durability against erosion. On
the down side only very low W-concentrations (cW

� 10 � 5) in the main plasma are acceptable,
since tungsten is a very powerful radiator. Tungsten concentration in the full W-wall tokamak
ASDEX Upgrade is controlled to some extent via particle exhaust by edge localized modes
(ELM)[1]. These periodic events cause a relaxation of the steep electron temperature (Te) and
density (ne) gradients inherent to H-Mode plasmas. The relaxation of the gradients lasts for a
few 100 µs [2]. Between ELMs the turbulent transport is strongly reduced in the edge transport
barrier (ETB), a thin layer of about 2 cm width. In the ETB impurity transport is thought to
be governed by a strong neoclassical inward convection. For light impurities (He, C, Ne, Ar)
the neoclassical predictions for drift velocities in the ETB could be confirmed by observing
the edge impurity density profiles via charge exchange spectroscopy [2]. Tungsten can only be
diagnosed by passive spectroscopy in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range. Two quasi-continuos
spectral features of tungsten are of main interest. One emission around λ � 5nm originates
from ionization stages Z � 28 � 35 existing around Te

� 1 � 0keV, which are found at radial
position r

�
a � 0 � 8. This emission is used routinely for tungsten concentration measurements.

Another emission in the range λ � 13 � 25nm is emitted by ionization stages Z � 27, which
corresponds to electron temperatures below 1 � 0keV. Two distinct spectral subfeatures have been
identified for the lower temperature emission. The first spectral range, λH

� 14 � 0 � 14 � 8nm,
originates mainly from regions with Te

� 0 � 8keV with small contributions from Te
� 0 � 4keV.

The light in the second range λL
� 20 � 3 � 21 � 4nm is emitted at Te

� 0 � 4keV, but has also some
contributions from below 0 � 3keV. The transport of tungsten in the plasma edge was investigated
under different gas puffing and triangularity conditions. A series of shots with sinusoidally
modulated ion cyclotron radiation heating (ICRH) was performed. The use of ICRH creates an
additional tungsten source which scales roughly linear with ICRH-power [3]. Newly installed
cameras on the VUV-spectrometers with a relatively high frame rate (1kHz) also allowed for
ELM-resolved observation of W-radiation in the plasma edge.

Experiments
All discharges were performed at 1MA plasma current and had the same distance to the limiters
at the low field side. ICRH power was modulated at a frequency of 10 Hz with peak power
ranging from 1.3 MW to 3.3 MW. The first 3 experiments (#25658, #25660, #25661) were
divided in 3 phases. Phase one (t=2.0-2.7 s) with low average triangularity (δ̄ � 0 � 23), phase two
(t=3.1-3.9 s) with medium δ̄ � 0 � 26 and phase three (t=4.5-5.4 s) with high δ̄ � 0 � 29. Changes in
triangularity were achieved by modifying upper triangularity only. While #25658 had a constant
gas puff (ΦD

� 1 � 0 � 1022 s � 1), the gas puff was varied for #25660 and #25661. The gas puffs for
each phase were ΦD

�
	 0 � 8 � 1 � 2 � 1 � 6 �� 1022 s � 1 for #25660 and ΦD
��	 0 � 6 � 1 � 0 � 2 � 0 ��� 1022 s � 1

for #25661. ICRH power was 1.3 MW at the peak. The ELM frequency strongly decreased
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with increasing triangularity, fELM
��	 110 � 85 � 50 � Hz, and an insignificant dependence on the

applied gas puff was observed. Contrary to previous experiments, ELM frequency was not the
main actuator on the tungsten concentration (cW ) measured at Te � 1keV. Indeed, cW dropped
significantly with decreasing fELM. It turned out that cW was strongly dependent on ΦD. The
behaviour of cW for these and several more discharges can be seen on the left hand side of Fig. 1.
The data set includes very low gas puffs (#25825: ΦD

� 0 � 4 � 1022 s � 1, but with nitrogen puffing
ΦN
� 0 � 4 � 1022 s � 1), as well as very low ELM frequencies (#25850: fELM

� 30Hz at δ̄ � 0 � 33).

Figure 1: Left: measured cW over ΦD, line: linear fit
through all data points. Right: calculated cW , line:
fit only through black points

It is remarkable that the cW � ΦD � plotted with
a logarithmic y-axis (left hand side of Fig. 1)
align on a straight line. This translates into an
exponential relation: cW

� e b �ΦD , with b �
� � 1 � 11 � 0 � 07 � s and ΦD

	 1022 s � 1 � . No simi-
larly strong dependence of cW on δ̄ could be
found from the presented experiments. How-
ever, triangularity has a strong impact on par-
ticle exhaust for each ELM and increases the
amount of expelled electrons per ELM from
∆NELM

� 1 � 3 � 1019 to ∆NELM
� 8 � 1 � 1019 for

the highest triangularity case.
The observed dependence is partially due

to a decreased W-source in the divertor, but
it is not sufficient to account for the observed
tungsten behaviour. While the total monitored
W-source (limiter, divertor) spans a factor
of 2.1 from lowest to highest source(ΦW

�
	 0 � 9 � 1 � 9 �� 1019 s � 1), the W-concentration spans a factor of 3.9 (cW

��	 1 � 7 � 6 � 6 ��� 10 � 5).
It was found that the slope obtained in Fig. 1 can be reproduced for discharges #25658, #25660,
#25661 with a simple approach. Assuming constant plasma conditions and a constant tung-
sten concentration in the plasma, the time derivative of cW will be zero, i.e. Φin

W
� Φout

W , with
Φin

W being the influx and Φout
W being the outflux of tungsten over the ETB. Neither one of

these quantities are directly measured. However, it is possible to relate them to actual mea-
surements, if ELMs are regarded as enclosed plasma volumes ejected from the confined re-
gion. Postulating that these volumes carry plasma with the same concentration of impurities
as the main plasma, the outflux of tungsten can be expressed as Φout

W
� Φe �

ELM � cW , where
Φe �

ELM
� ∆NELM � fELM is the average outflux of electrons caused by ELMs and ∆NELM is

the average number of electrons expelled per ELM. The influx will be connected to the mea-
sured tungsten erosion flux (Φersn

W ) via a shielding factor k and is written Φin
W
� k � Φersn

W .
The factor k accounts for effects like prompt redeposition, parallel transport towards the di-
vertor in the SOL etc. that influence the tungsten influx, but cannot be quantified directly.
With this model cW is calculated as ccalc

W
� Φersn

W � k � � ∆NELM � fELM � , which contains only
measured quantities, except for the proportionality factor k. Applying this simple model
to discharges #25658, #25660, #25661 it yields a slope that is in good agreement with
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the experimentally determined one:bcalc � � � 0 � 91 � 0 � 22 � s. The shielding factor was set to
k � 1

�
180. The fact that a constant shielding factor allows for this good agreement can

be interpreted as constant transport parameters in the SOL, regardless of changing gas puffing
rate or triangularity. In the right plot of Fig. 1 the results for all discharges displayed in the left
plot can be seen. It is obvious, that the proportionality factor found for the first three discharges
does not give good agreement for all experiments. Especially #25825 with a divertor nitrogen
gas puff exhibits a very strong aberration from the previously found relation, and points into the
direction of a change in transport in the divertor.

Figure 2: ELM-synchronized photon fluxes. Green
line: λL, black line: λH . Top: #25850 (t=3.1-3.7s),
δ̄ � 0 � 25, Bottom: #25850 (t=4.4-4.9s), δ̄ � 0 � 33

Figure 3: Number of W-particles expelled by ELMs
as a function of peak radiance (∆IL) in the low Te

range. The line is to guide the eye. Color code as in
Fig.1

On the search for an explanation for the
aberration of #25825 and other outliers in
the right hand side of Fig. 1 the VUV spec-
tra in the low Te range were evaluated. This
evaluation is still very difficult, since the ob-
served spectral range has only been available
for a short time and experimental data is still
scarce. However, a first interpretation of the
ELM-synchronized photon fluxes shown in
Fig. 2 will be given. The time traces show
the photon flux from the low Te wavelength
range λL (green) and the medium Te range
λH (black). As can be seen, the black line is
almost not influenced by ELMs. The green
line on the other hand is strongly affected by
ELMs. The upper part of Fig. 2, #25850 a), is
the result of 49 ELM cycles at a frequency
of � 85Hz and δ̄ � 0 � 25, while the lower
part,#25850 b), averages over 11 ELM cycles
at a frequency of � 30Hz and δ̄ � 0 � 33. In-
terpreting the first peak in the green graphs at� 1 � 5ms as radiation from tungsten that was
flushed out by ELMs, a correlation between
peak height (∆IL) and number of expelled W-
atoms should become visible. In Fig. 3 this
relation has been plotted. No contradiction
to the previous interpretation can be found
from this plot. The correlation is however not
as strong as might be expected, since ∆IL is
also affected by flattening of the Te- and ne-
profiles as well as by eroded tungsten mov-
ing towards the plasma. The second peak at� 5ms could be interpreted as radiation from
such an inward flux.
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The evaluation of the modulated tungsten source provides further evidence for the indepen-
dence of transport into the plasma on triangularity and gas puffing rate. From the W-source
modulation the phase differences αi between the different W-measurement positions at ri

�
a �	 0 � 8 � 0 � 88 � 0 � 98 � and the source at r

�
a � 1 � 08 and the relative amplitude (Arel) of the modulation

at r
�
a � 0 � 8 can be extracted. The relative amplitude is defined as Arel

� ñW � 0 � 8
�
Φ̃W � 1 � 08, where

ñW � 0 � 8 is the amplitude of the modulated W-densities and Φ̃W � 1 � 08 is the amplitude of the modu-
lated W-erosion flux. While the phase difference can be evaluated for all positions, the relative
amplitude can be determined only for the outer- and innermost point. The results of this evalua-
tion are shown in Fig. 4. In graphs a), b) the phase differences for the observed positions are plot-
ted as a function of triangularity (left) and gas puffing rate (right). Phase difference stays con-
stant with varying triangularity and gas puff. This can be interpreted as constant transport coef-
ficients in the explored parameters. The second observed quantity, the relative amplitude, shown
in graphs c), d) of Fig. 4 shows no correlation with triangularity, but a similar relation to the gas
puffing rate as found in Fig. 1. This finding is in agreement with the model presented above.

Figure 4: Phase differences αi and relative modu-
lation amplitude Arel as function of the external pa-
rameters ΦD and δ̄

First simulations were undergone using
the 1-D transport code STRAHL on the
inter-ELM background plasma of #25658,
(t=3.1-3.9 s). The source was modulated and
taken from the experiment, but ELMs were
smoothed out. The dependence of the phase
differences and relative amplitude on vari-
ous parameters were explored. Phase differ-
ences showed strong dependence on diffusion
coefficients in the SOL and right after the
ETB, while almost no dependence on the in-
ward pinch velocity in the ETB or the parallel
transport time in the SOL could be found. The
relative amplitude showed strong dependence
with all explored parameters. Since all depen-
dencies are monotonous a forward modelling
and χ2 minimization seems to be feasible to
determine the transport coefficients.

The influence of gas puff and triangularity on the W-transport parameters in the plasma edge
were investigated. The results suggest that transport in the SOL is most likely unaffected by the
explored parameters, but ELMs have a dominant effect on tungsten behaviour.
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